
BEATBOX COLLECTION



Designed for corporate, educational and public spaces, Beatbox is 

comprised of sofas, screens, and tables that can create a modular 

seating space or an individual hub. 

Beatbox screens attach onto the back and sides of a seating unit  

to transform an open seat into a private enclosure. The collection 

offers a place where individuals can collaborate or have a focused 

space that provides privacy while still maintaining comfort and 

functionality. 

Beatbox offers flexibility and easy access to charging. Add power 

modules into sofas or occasional tables and simply route cables 

underneath to direct wiring out to a floor monument.
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Beatbox allows for collaborative or private seating arrangements and can 
be adapted as desired to form multi-use spaces. Versatile components create 
environments where every member can connect, engage, and flourish.
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The freedom to reconfigure as needs and preferences change creates a dynamic and fresh space. Beatbox offers a comprehensive line of  
modular lounge seating, benches, and occasional tables that can conform to the needs of a multitude of environments. Individual spaces  
seamlessly integrate with larger collaborative configurations, facilitating both concentrated personal work and collaborative teamwork.
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OFGO.COM

P: 905.669.1357 or 800.374.3375
F: 905.669.5564 or 800.329.9374

All desking products represented within this brochure are manufactured by 
DSI Industries Inc., which is an independent member of the OFGO group 
of companies. 

This brochure is printed on FSC® certified paper and contains a minimum 
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is a global benchmark for  
responsible forest  management.

Version # 01-01-20-A

All seating products represented within this brochure are manufactured by 
Design Source International Inc., which is an independent member of the 
OFGO group of companies. 

info@ofgo.com 

Print color may vary from actual laminate and fabric color. Use actual  
laminate or fabric sample for accurate reference. 


